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Applicant’s Reply Brief Submitted Hereto The Notice of Appeal

INTRODUCTION
This brief is submitted with the notice of appeal after the Office issued REQUEST FOR
RECONSIDERATION DENIED, on January 30, 2019 in which the Examining Attorney has maintained
and continue to be final the refusal of registration on the Principal Register for Flash Facial (Serial
Number 87609180) (“Applicant’s Mark” or the “Mark”) having a description of goods of “non-medicated
skin care preparations” with a first use/first use in commerce date of June 1, 2010, on the ground of being
allegedly generic pursuant to Section 1, 2, and 45 of the Trademark Act.

Applicant thanks the Examining Attorney for considering the previous response to the final
Office action and the Appeal Board for providing Applicant an opportunity to file this brief in support of
its position. Applicant maintains and incorporates by reference its prior responses (filed May 18, 2018
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and December 14, 2018) as part of this brief—to the extent applicable to the current outstanding issues.
Applicant is of the opinion that the Mark is not generic and offers arguments in support of its registration.

ARGUMENTS
The Applicant respectfully asserts that the Examining Attorney has erred in stating “applicant’s
analysis and arguments are not persuasive nor do they shed new light on the issues,” thereby denying the
request for reconsideration.
Applicant presents below a short summary of the file history and the Office actions issued:
(1)

On December 18, 2017 an Office action was issued setting forth a “Section 2(e)(1)
Refusal – Merely Descriptive” and requesting additional information about the goods.
As part of the Merely Descriptive refusal, Examiner stated that “the applied-for mark
appears to be generic in connection with the identified goods…”

(2)

Applicant responded on February 28, 2018 by providing the requested additional
information along with argument to overcome the merely descriptive refusal.

(3)

On March 23, 2018 a second Office action (non-final) was issued where Examining
Attorney noted that “the following requirement(s) have been satisfied: Request for
Additional Information about the Goods. See TMEP §§713.02, 714.04. The following
refusal(s) have also been obviated: Section 2(e)(1) Refusal – Merely Descriptive. See
TMEP §§713.02, 714.04.” (with emphasis added). The Examiner then issued a new
refusal based on “Sections 1, 2, and 45 Refusal – Applied-for Mark is Generic –
NEW ISSUE”. The trademark Examining Attorney however, went on to refuse
registration based on a refusal in the alternative, that “APPLIED-FOR MARK IS
MERELY DESCRIPTIVE” and finding Applicant’s evidence of acquired
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distinctiveness insufficient—seemingly contradicting the fact that this refusal was
deemed to be obviated.
(4)

Applicant filed a second response on May 27, 2018 where Applicant noted that: “the
Office initially rejected the Mark on the basis of Descriptiveness, which goes against
the claim that the Mark is generic where the public would understand the
designation primarily to refer to that class or genus of goods or services. If the Office
did not immediately identify the mark as generic, but rather as merely descriptive (in
the previous action), this goes against the argument that the mark is the generic
term for the goods/services provided.” The Applicant also brought attention to the
fact that the “Section 2(e)(1) Refusal – Merely Descriptive” was obviated but yet still
used as an alternative refusal should the generic refusal is overcome.

(5)

On June 14, 2018 an Office action made final the “Sections 1, 2, and 45 Refusal –
Applied-for Mark is Generic” and continued to issue the MERELY DESCRIPTIVE
refusal in the alternative (even though it was stated to have been obviated previously
and Applicant had highlighted this fact).

(6)

Applicant in response filed a Motion for Reconsideration given that Applicant
believed the Office had erred in refusing the registration of the mark based on an
alternative refusal which was already obviated and presented further evidence in the
form of exhibits in support of the mark not being generic.

(7)

On January 30, 2019 the request for reconsideration was denied based on the finality
of “Sections 1, 2, and 45 Refusal – Applied-for Mark is Generic” along with
previously obviated refusal in the alternative based on “APPLIED-FOR MARK IS
MERELY DESCRIPTIVE”
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Applicant thanks the Examining Attorney for their careful review of the application and presents
the below arguments in support of filing a notice of appeal to the Board.

I.

Refusal Based on being Merely Descriptive, In the Alternative
After receiving the first action, Applicant responded by providing the requested information and

arguing against the Merely Descriptive refusal. The Examining Attorney stated in that Office action that
“The following refusal(s) have also been obviated: Section 2(e)(1) Refusal – Merely Descriptive. See
TMEP §§713.02, 714.04.” However, it appears the Examiner has continued carrying forward the notion
that “[i]n the alternative, if the applied-for mark is ultimately determined not to be generic by an appellate
tribunal, then the refusal of registration based on the applied-for mark being merely descriptive of
applicant’s goods is maintained and continued…” The Examining Attorney must consider the evidence
of record to determine whether a mark is merely descriptive or whether it is suggestive or arbitrary. See In
re Noble Co., 225 USPQ 749, 750 (TTAB 1985). The Applicant assumes that the Examining Attorney
fully considered the evidence provided by Applicant to reach the conclusion that such a rejection was
obviated (Office action dated March 23, 2018). Since this refusal/rejection was obviated, removed, or
overcome, the Applicant asserts that this rejection is erroneously included with the subsequent refusals
and should be removed. However, for the sake of completeness, the Applicant continues to assert and
argue against the “potential” future merely descriptive rejection by having asserted evidence to support
the acquired distinctiveness of the Mark from the prior responses.

The Applicant respectfully requests that the Board recognize that the refusal has been fully
addressed (multiple times) and obviated; the Office has erred in continuously asserting it without merit,
and therefore should be expunged from the record.
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II.

Refusal based on Mark being Generic
Generic terms are terms that the relevant purchasing public understands primarily as the common

or class name for the goods or services. In ex parte cases, the PTO has the burden of proving genericness
by a “substantial showing” based on “clear evidence.” In re Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith,
Inc., 4 USPQ2d 1141, 1143 (Fed. Cir. 1987); In re Networks Associates Technology, Inc., S.N.
75/218,102 (February 13, 2001). The Applicant asserts that the Examining Attorney has not provided a
substantial showing based on clear evidence that the purchasing public understands primarily as the class
name for the goods for the Mark.

A. The Office has erred in showing how the general public understands the term to be generic
In the previous Office actions, the Examining Attorney has included some attachments to show
that the mark is generic, however Applicant asserts that the Examiner has failed to show based on these
attachments, that there is clear evidence that the purchasing public understands primarily as the class
name for the goods for the Mark. Examiner stated: “[t]he newly and previously attached evidence shows
that the wording “FLASH FACIAL” in the applied-for mark is used widely in the cosmetic market to
refer to a type or use of non-medicated skin care preparations and thus the relevant public would
understand this designation to refer primarily to that genus of goods.” However, this appears to be a
conclusory statement because by looking at the attachments, it appears that these are simply a few
isolated writers, using Applicant’s trademark for which the Applicant has a registration on the principle
register (Registration No. 4600598) on the services.

Applicant now addresses each attachment presented over the prosecution of this Application by
the Examining Attorney in the below table and provides an explanation of why it is not proving
genericness by a “substantial showing” based on “clear evidence.” (In re Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Smith, Inc.)
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December 18, 2017 Office Action
EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT E

EXHIBIT F

Single Author discussing celebrities using “Flash
Facials” however, the product pictures listed in the
article slides, do not display or use the Mark, i.e.,
words "Flash" or "Facial"
Article where the author is providing audience for
quick fixes to make skin look alive as fast as a camera
flash. “Flash Facial” mentioned once and no products
listed bearing the Mark "Flash Facial"
“Flash Facial” is used once and in passing, the rest of
the article discusses different products none of which
display the Mark
Page not found.

Avon Anew Rejuvenate Flash Facial Revitalizing
Concentrate; The Mark as being applied for by the
Applicant is an exfoliating gel not a serum.
Page not found.

March 23, 2018 Office Action
EXHIBIT G

Title states 11 Flash Facials; however, only
Applicant’s product is named “Flash Facial” and the
other 10 photos and descriptions don’t reference the
words “Flash Facial.” One example is Dr. Brandt that
has “Oxygen Facial Flash Recovery Mask”

EXHIBIT H

Page not found.

EXHIBIT I

Page not found.

June 14, 2018 Office Action
EXHIBIT J

EXHIBIT K

Appears to be a typo as the product indicates the use of
the word "flash" is to show that their Oxygen Facial
works "quickly" and the name of the actual product is
“oxygen facial” and not anything resembling “Flash
Facial”
Page not found.
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EXHIBIT L

Article talking about a REN Flash "Rinse" 1 Minute
Facial

EXHIBIT M

Pictures of products only state "Flash Rinse" or "Flash
Rinse 1 Minute Facial" and this is merely a UK Beauty
Blog
Only mention on this entire page of products is a
comment by a user of the Ren products who
erroneously uses the flash facial reference.
Blog about visiting a day spa and a mention of
“Comfort Radiant Flash Facial Serum” which if a Google
search is performed, does not come back with any
results; clearly not a product available.

EXHIBIT N

EXHIBIT O

January 30, 2019 Office Action
EXHIBIT P

A blog post by an independent writer who is using the
term however, none of the products mentioned have
“Flash Facial” used anywhere on them.

Accordingly, based on the above summary table, the Applicant asserts that they are mainly
comments made by random bloggers on the internet or left by a user who is merely commenting on the
product where the product or the product webpages themselves do not display anything related to the
terms of the Mark. In another attachment presented in support of the rejection, the sentence “In my bag
was a Celestial Toning Facial Mist, Comfort Radiant Flash Facial Serum and …” The Applicant again
highlights that this is an United Kingdom article published on a UK website and there is no way to
decipher what this “Comfort Radiant Flash Facial Serum” really is, or even further, whether they may be
referring to the Applicant’s product. As seen, in the other attachments presented as evidence of being
generic, Examiner highlighted the Mark on an exfoliating mask under the category of masks; a foreign
website (United Kingdom) which merely is misusing the Mark and Applicant is diligently challenging the
use of the term by third parties, and also any other brands, and misusing the trademark of a brand.

Specifically, one of the Exhibits shows an online blog displaying some photos—one being the
Applicant’s own product—but none of them use the two words making up the term “Flash Facial” in the
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same manner as Applicant. The fact that a few companies using the Mark are trying to emulate the
success of Applicant, is not indicative of the nature of the mark, which is a source designation in the mind
of the consuming public. In fact, the references to the mark cited by the Examiner could be considered
trademark infringement. Lastly, five of the cited webpages are no longer available, meaning that they are
not from any reputable sources—which the Applicant believes also applies to the rest of the webpages.

Accordingly, a couple of editorial pieces, some reviewing Applicant’s product, over the years and
using Applicant’s previously registered mark for the Flash Facial services hardly provide substantial
showing of genericness. Many are referring to the wrong product or not reliable sources since they are no
longer available, leaving much doubt as to the industrial applicability. Additionally, three of the cited
editorials are from 2015/2016 indicating that this Mark has not become a known/common term and left
without any traction. In fact, since the introduction of the Mark by Applicant in their prior registration
dated of Sep. 09, 2014, an internet search via Google, only returns these few editorials which do not carry
much weight in providing a substantial showing. That is, there has been no “substantial showing” that
the mark is generic. Regarding the previously provided evidence by Applicant, it is shown that “the
majority of the articles refer to applicant’s product and/or services.”

Accordingly, the Applicant asserts that the Mark is not “widely used” – given the existing few
unauthorized uses, and no extensive use, with just a couple of pages and citations. The Applicant asserts
that the websites used, and cited to, are written by independent commentators, unreliable, directed to
brands and editorial writers, and not consumers. Therefore, no clear evidence is presented as required by
TMEP 1209.1 (c)(i). Accordingly, the Applicant asserts that the record lacks “clear evidence” that the
relevant public primarily uses or understands Flash Facial to refer to the genus of the services.
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B. Relevant public would not understand this designation to refer primarily to that genus of
goods
Applicant submitted with the previous Reconsideration Motion into the record Exhibits B through
S, where the Applicant asserted that the exhibits provide support for the fact that the Mark is not generic
and the relevant public would not understand this designation to refer primarily to that genus of goods—
contrary to the Examiner’s assertion.

The Internet evidence cited by the Examining Attorney only show a few blogs discussing a
possible definition for the term flash facial, and not an industry standard terminology. A Google search
for ‘flash facial’ shows the front page results with five of the top nine results belonging to or associated
with the Applicant, owner of the Mark; and further 10 of the top 19 results are associated with the owner
of the Mark–this evidence was previously provided in prior responses.

Applicant asserts the presented exhibits and evidence lends them in this case to the fact that that
the public does not view the Mark as a generic and definable term and therefore is registrable as a
trademark. Accordingly, the trademark examining attorney has not established by “clear evidence” that
the applied-for mark is generic given the evidence entered into the record.

By claiming that the mark is generic, the Examiner is claiming that the mark has no trademark
significance. However, the evidence presented above and herewith shows that the mark functions as a
source or origin identifier. “Any competent source suffices to show the relevant purchasing public’s
understanding of a contested term, including purchaser testimony, consumer surveys, dictionary
definitions, trade journals, newspapers and other publications.” In re Dial-A-Mattress Operating Corp., 57
USPQ2d at 1810; See also Magic Wand Inc. v. RDB Inc., 940 F.2d 638, 19 USPQ2d 1551 (Fed. Cir.
1991); In re Leatherman Tool Group, Inc., 32 USPQ2d 1443 (TTAB 1994).
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C. The Office has failed to Present Clear Evidence (TMEP 1209.1 (c)(i))
The examining attorney has the burden of proving that a term is generic by clear evidence. In re
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc., 828 F.2d 1567, 1571, 4 USPQ2d 1141, 1143 (Fed. Cir. 1987)
(finding that the NEXIS evidence relied upon to show CASH MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT was generic
for brokerage services did not satisfy the USPTO’s burden to prove genericness by clear evidence
because the evidence reflected a "mixture of usages," with some publications showing third-party
recognition of the applicant as the source of the services and some showing generic use). Evidence of the
public’s understanding of a term can be obtained from any competent source, including dictionary
definitions, research databases, newspapers, and other publications.

The Office has the burden of proof to provide clear evidence correctly defining the “relevant
consumer,” however, the Office has failed to do so since the only evidence presented was that of a beauty
column writer and a couple of other brands that Applicant considers as potential infringers and unreliable
sources. Additionally, there appears to be contradicting statements where reference is first made to the
relevant public comprising ordinary consumers who purchase applicant’s goods and then the cosmetics
industry is defined as the relevant consumers: ““Whether consumers could guess what the product [or
service] is from consideration of the mark alone is not the test.” In re Am. Greetings Corp., 226 USPQ
365, 366 (TTAB 1985). In this case, Examiner is of the opinion that the “evidence” shows that the term
“FLASH FACIAL” has a known meaning in the cosmetics industry and that applicant’s goods are used
for the purpose of a flash facial.” (emphasis added) That is, there is no evidence directed to the average
consumer and it appears the purported evidence being relied on is the “cosmetic industry.” Additionally,
Applicant asserts that the Office action does not adequately demonstrate that Flash Facial has a known
meaning in the cosmetics industry except for one editorial writer’s blurb/blog.
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Accordingly, the Applicant asserts that the Mark is not “widely used” – given the existing 4 or 5
unauthorized uses, and no extensive use, with just a couple of pages and cites. The Applicant asserts that
the websites used, and cited to, are written by independent commentators, directed to brands and editorial
writers, not consumers. Therefore, no clear evidence is presented as required by TMEP 1209.1 (c)(i).

CONCLUSION
Applicant asserts that the generic and descriptiveness refusals have been overcome by the
arguments presented in the record. However, to the extent the Board finds Applicant’s Mark to fall
within the “gray area” between descriptive marks, on the one hand, and suggestive marks on the other, all
doubts must be resolved in Applicant's favor. In re Conductive Systems, Inc., 220 U.S.P.Q. 84, 86 (TTAB
1983); In re Pennwalt Corp., 173 U.S.P.Q. 317, 319 (TTAB 1972). Accordingly, the Applicant
respectfully requests that the Board overturn the refusal issued erroneously by the Office under Section
2(e)(1).

In view of the foregoing remarks which demonstrate how the Mark is not generic, it is believed
that the Board should rule in Applicant’s favor and overturn the refusal. Therefore, the Applicant
respectfully requests the Board to withdraw the Rejection.

Respectfully submitted,
/pejman yedidsion/
Pejman Yedidsion, Esq.
Registration No. 64,812
Attorney of Record, CA Bar Member
Dated: April 5, 2019
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The number-one rule of getting a facial? Never do it right before a big event. Thanks to
extractions, microdermabrasion, and the use of skin-irritating acids that are common in most
pro treatments, it’s easy to emerge looking blotchy, inflamed, and with a greasy hairline rather
than fresh-faced and party-ready.
Well, consider that old rule of thumb passé. Because today’s skin experts have found a way to
condense the skin-illuminating results of a facial into a quick treatment that doesn't involve all
the poking, steaming, and agitation. You can emerge radiant and camera-ready after mere
minutes — no hours at the spa or crazy-expensive lasers required. It's called a flash facial, and
it’s how models and celebs create instantly radiant skin before their biggest events.
Designed as a 10-minute pick-me-up for dull and dehydrated complexions, a flash facial
emphasizes cocktailing expertly combined products that put active ingredients into overdrive.
The result is brightened, de-puffed, and glowing skin in mere minutes. We spied the technique
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/flash-facial-skin-brightening
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used on models backstage at the resort collections, and the whole concept of complexion CPR
appealed to our inner lazy girls. Whether it's in flight or part of the pre-date dash, there are
plenty of off-the-runway scenarios when this technique could come in handy.
So we rounded up some of fashion and Hollywood’s best dermatologists and aestheticians to
provide real-girl guidance on how we can supercharge our complexions before a major event —
or, let’s be real, after a written-on-our-face hangover — by creatively using skin-care supplies
that we already have in our bathrooms.
Read on to learn exactly how to do this skin shortcut at home.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Power-Cleanse Skin Without Unnecessary Roughness
Even the most Jedi of A-list skin experts can’t make a complexion glow without a clean slate.
But when it comes to making skin look lit from within, clearing pores of gunk and excess oil is
only the half of it; one must buff away the dulling dead skin cells, too.
The key is to exfoliate gently, according to Elizabeth Tanzi, MD, founder and director of
Washington Institute of Dermatologic Laser Surgery and clinical professor of dermatology at
the George Washington Medical Center in Washington, D.C., since many robust scrubs can
create micro cuts and tears in the skin — and result in the redness many suffer after full-fledged
facials.
Skip bumpy scrubs (like those stocked with nut shells), and try something with a more
simpatico texture — like a cleanser made with finely milled powders. True Nature Botanicals
Pacific Exfoliating Cleanser is an R29 fave. Or try a DIY yogurt-and-oatmeal mix. You can also
use a formula made with glycolic or lactic acid, provided you're not loading up on acid-spiked
products later in the facial.

SHOP THIS
TRUE NATURE B OTANIC AL S

Pacific Exfoliating
Cleanser
$48.00
BU Y
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Supercharge Your Regular Face Mask
Typically, a mask treatment is a languorous, 20-minute affair. But when used flash-facial style,
these blends deliver active ingredients into the skin for instant hydration, plumping, and allaround radiance-making without the time suck. The trick is to boost your mask — or concoct
your own — for optimal results in just five to 10 minutes.
Aesthetician Joanna Vargas, who helps celebs like Julianne Moore achieve their red-carpet
glows, suggests spiking whatever mask you have with a few actives to target your particular skin
concern.
“I always like to add boosters to masks, even in the salon,” Vargas says. To counter acne, she
recommends adding a drop or two of tea tree oil and anise to a charcoal or clay mask. To calm
red or inflamed skin, she suggests adding rose, arnica, lavender, or chamomile with horse
chestnut. “Around the eyes, it’s all about cucumbers and chamomile for de-puffing,” she adds.
To firm skin and tighten pores, try mixing egg whites into a mask. This will help constrict pores,
notes New York-based dermatologic surgeon Dendy Engelman, MD.

SHOP THIS
AROMATIC A

Organic Rose Hip Oil
$29.00
BU Y
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Create Your Own Ultra-Nourishing Blend
No mask on hand? Blend your trusted products to make a fast-acting skin brightener of your
own. Backstage at Stella McCartney’s resort collection this summer, models were treated with a
combination of Sunday Riley Ceramic Slip Cleanser (which contains clay) and Sunday Riley
Good Genes (a cream with lactic acid) for a makeshift skin-brightening mask — a combination
that Dr. Engelman says is spot-on for creating a quick glow.
When cocktailing products at home, Dr. Engelman suggests mixing water-based serums with
cream or powder cleansers to create high-powered masks. Since serums tend to contain a bevy
of skin-penetrating active ingredients, they’re often primed to boost a complexion when allowed
to marinate on the skin. If a concoction is too thick, make it more spreadable with a few shots of
a rose face mist or floral water.
One caveat when home mixing: Since the goal is to make skin beam with the light of a thousand
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/flash-facial-skin-brightening
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Instagram filters — not become hot and bothered — keep retinol-containing products on the
shelf, and avoid using too many types of acid (such as lactic, glycolic, and salicylic) and benzoyl
peroxide in one dose. Vitamin A combined with glycolic or salicylic acids can cause
hypersensitivity and inflammation. “Your skin will look like it’s on fire — and you don’t want
that before an event,” Dr. Engelman warns.

SHOP THIS
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Good Genes Treatment
$105. 00
BU Y
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Hydrate, Plump, & Go
After you rinse off your seven-minute supermask, your skin will look brighter. Now it’s time to
activate illumination by plumping and hydrating. “I love facial oil for this,” Dr. Engelman says.
“It gives your skin an instant quench and makes it look glowy.” To bypass the greasy-faced state
that befalls many self-facialists after smearing generous pumps of oil, tap or press a few drops
into your skin instead.
If you just don’t like oils in general, try a lightweight but majorly hydrating gel with hyaluronic
acid, like Dr. Gross Hyaluronic Moisture Cushion, which is oil-free.
Finally, make cheekbones and browbones appear expertly lit by tapping a bit of eye cream
around the sockets. Is your skin not a fan of luxe creams and balm textures? Use a soothing rose
gel (Aromatica Damask Rose Soothing Gel contains 95% rose and smells incredible) as a way to
brighten the delicate eye area without breaking out, Dr. Engelman suggests. Keep it in the fridge
for a cooling effect.
After a blast or two of a light-as-air skin mist (hello, Tatcha Dewy Skin Mist), your face will
beam with the dewy finish of an It Girl full of last night’s regrets, but radiantly ready to hit the
stage — even if your platform is just Snapchat.

SHOP THIS
DR. DENNIS GROSS

Hyaluronic Moisture
Cushion
$58.00
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Like this post? There's more. Get tons of beauty tips, tutorials, and news on the Refinery29
Beauty Facebook page. Like us on Facebook — we'll see you there!
ADVERTISEMENT
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Start a discussion, not a fire. Post with kindness.
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RENEE ROULEAU · 6 Aug, 2015

I love a good ash facial! In addition to that, keeping good circulation in the skin is
essential for getting a glow. Here's what I recommend to all my clients to do at home
http://blog.reneerouleau.com/the-one-thing-you-may-be-overlooking-about-your-skinshealth/
Reply · Share ·

SERENA · 7 Aug, 2015

Facials are my favorite beauty routine. I would de nitely consider getting a mini facial
instead! I found a few really great places in NYC on www.lookbooker.co that do a mini
facial, so your face just looks amazing after since there are no extractions! De nitely
something to check out!
Reply · Share ·
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Photographed by Karim Sadli, Vogue, December 2014
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When six hours of shut-eye count as a good night’s rest, sleep deprivation can start to fe
like the new norm—and that goes double during New York Fashion Week, when models
designers, and editors embark on a marathon sartorial sprint. Fortunately, there’s a solu
for the dark circles and dull complexions that come with fatigue, whether you’re attendi
the runway shows or not: The ﬂash facial—an instant skin pick-me-up in a bottle—can
rejuvenate your face in mere minutes.
Take Bobbi Brown’s Instant Detox mask, which combines Hawaiian sea water with
Amazonian white clay to provide a two-minute deep-cleansing pore treatment. La Prairie
Cellular 3-Minute Peel comes with a miniature swab to sweep exfoliating fruit acids into
contours of your nose to smooth and tone, while Dr. Brandt’s Flash Recovery Mask relie
oxygen spheres to penetrate and boost radiance from within.
https://www.vogue.com/article/instant-facials-flash-skin-care-sleep-deprived
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For a quick one-two punch, First Aid Beauty’s Instant Oatmeal Mask rehydrates parched
skin in 10 minutes or less, before a soothing Ultra Repair Cream seals it all in. But when
push comes to shove, there’s Ren’s Flash Rinse vitamin C ﬁrming mask, which reduces ﬁ
lines and gives a fresh-faced glow in precisely 60 seconds—making real beauty sleep a thi
of the past.

Vogue may earn compensation on these sales through afﬁliate programs.
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No matter if you’ve booked a Sunday night table for two at Le Turtle, bought a ticket to
How to Be Single with your best partner in crime, or plotted the ultimate staycation for
this Valentine’s Day your beauty prep can be as simple as the right skin care. Instead of
breaking out the bombshell hot rollers or executing the perfect screen siren cat-eye, cons
swathing yourself in the season’s best rose-powered serums, scrubs, and balms from hea
toe.
A soak in Shiffa 1001 Roses Milk Bath followed by a cooling dab of Fresh’s Rose Hydra
Eye Gel Cream soothes, hydrates, and regenerates from head to toe. One spritz of
Herbivore’s Rose Hibiscus Coconut Water Mist seals moisture into the skin and gives
texture to easy waves. Makeup—should you wish to wear it—can be pared down to only a
matte pink ﬂush, courtesy of Milani’s ﬂoral embossed blush. Here, a look at 12 rose
https://www.vogue.com/article/instant-facials-flash-skin-care-sleep-deprived
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products to stock up on before the weekend—because who doesn’t deserve to be shower
in ﬂowers?

Vogue may earn compensation on these sales through afﬁliate programs.
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HOW TO GIVE YOURSELF A FACIAL IN 60 SECONDS
A ash facial in the comfort of your own bathroom.
By: Noah Lehava
Photography: Jake Rosenberg

While a DIY facial sounds like about the most frightening thing ever, truth is we don’t have really have the budget or the time required to have a
running weekly appointment at the derm’s o ce or spa in the way that some of our very beautiful and privileged Cov subjects do (#skingoals). But
and hectic schedules get in the way of having poreless, glow-y skin.
we’re not ones to let a little thing like a lack of
Lucky for us, beauty brands prophesied such dilemmas and local Sephora shelves are stocked with instant peels, exfoliators, and treatments that
do a pretty damn good job at mimicking that transformative skin experience we’d only ever experienced at the hands of professionals. Oh, and as a
you guys) we had Alicia Yoon of Peach & Lily break down how to actually do that illusive face-li ing massage.
little extra (because we

—EXFOLIATORS—

coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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Dry aky skin is the bane of our skin’s existence. Seriously. It goes a little something like this: a) you get too much sun = peeling skin b) the cold
crisp air = a reptile-resembling texture c) salty water = parched to the max. Oh, and the myriad of skin drying instigators between. But guys, we’re
determined to put an end to this perpetual skin drama with some damn good at-home exfoliators (like dr.brandt's Microdermabrasion Exfoliating
Face Wash, which gentley bu s away dead skin cells and Radical Skin Care's exfoliating pads soaked in alpha hydroxy acids to wipe away dullness)
that are gentle enough to use at your own sink but work just as hard as a personal aesthetician in, like, under a minute. Dry skin meet your e ng
match.

—GLYCOLIC ACID—

Okay, so it seems like glycolic acid is just about as common in skincare products as coconut oil these days. Especially when we’re talking Holy
Grail ingredients that practically revolutionized the whole market. And just like most beauty discoveries, it had its start in the derm chair. Now,
for our own skin-repairing pleasure, it’s made it’s way into our beauty cabinets. So, yeah, anything with ‘acid’ still sounds a bit intimidating, we get
it. But trust us, products like Peter Thomas Roth's cleanser and this Caudalie Glycolic Peel are about to change up your entire skin game.

—MASKS—

Let’s be real, nothing is as luxurious and indulgent as a facial mask (uh, you’ve likely caught on to our sheet mask obsession by now). Masks that
work in less time than it takes to brew our morning co ee? Count us so in.

coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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—SERUMS & OILS—

Facial oils and serums rife with vitamins, acids and complexes have become the hallmark of an average beauty arsenal. (Uh, and if you haven’t
caught on yet, well, what the e are you waiting for?) Mix, match and layer on for a tailor-made skin treatment that will feel like you just walked
out the spa.

—PEELS—

Okay, so yes, this sounds terrifying. We feel you. But guys, thanks to Ole Henriksen, at-home peels are about the furthest thing from the harsh
chemicals we’re petri ed of. As in, you’ll completely overhaul your skin texture and luster with zero time commitment. Be prepared to re-evaluate
your whole skincare situation.

—MOISTURIZERS—

Just like the nal step in any profesh facial, you’re going to seal in all the hydrating, vitamin-y goodness of the serums you just slathered across
your face with a moisturizing (and extra vitamin-y) cream, that’s a given. But let’s just say, if you want a little extra li (think of it as contouring
without makeup), it’s all about the application. But don’t listen to us, we’ll let Alicia Yoon take it away.
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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—THE FACIAL MASSAGE—

“Take the middle joint of the back of bended thumbs, and apply moderate pressure to the following areas:
a) Hollow space between under corner of inner eyebrows and nose. Hold down for 3 seconds.
b) Temples. Hold down for 3 seconds.
c) Along the bottom of the cheekbones—moving from closer to the nose out towards the sides of face (I usually do around 4 points
under the cheekbones, going across the face and hold down for 3 seconds).
Repeat two times, AM and PM”
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18 HAIR STYLISTS PICK THEIR FAVORITE TOOL EVER
All the must-have irons, blowdryers and brushes.
By: Emily Ramshaw

Has anyone else here been using the same straightener since you were ironing those two lone strands around your face in junior high? Yeah, us
too. But a er studying the massive arsenals of people like Orlando Pita backstage at DVF and Carolina Herrera, and getting ready for events with
the likes of Jen Atkin and Ted Gibson, it became fairly obvious that our metallic blue Hot Tool 3000 just wasn’t going to cut it anymore. We mean,
we gure we’ve reached the point in our lives when owning a blowdryer that takes less than 15 minutes to get the damp out of our hair (and wasn’t
smuggled out of a hotel) only makes sense (adulthood, people!). So, as per usual, we enlisted the help of our Rolodex of hair stylists who give blow
outs to the SJPs and Kendalls and Chrissys of the world what blowdryers, curling irons and brushes we should be stocking up on.
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JEN ATKIN
CEO/FOUNDER, MANE ADDICTS
@JENATKINHAIR

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Chrissy Teigen, the Kardashians, Gwen Stefani, Jennifer Lopez, Reese Witherspoon, Diane Kruger
"[My favorite tool is the] GHD Eclipse Flat Iron—I wouldn’t be able to do my job without it! The bevels on the side make creating at iron waves a
cinch. I also love how small and lightweight the Dream Dry Blowdryers and Harry Josh Blowdryers are! They’re both super powerful so my blow
dries end up being so much faster. And T3 Curling Irons—the ceramic plates heat up so fast!"
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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SERGE NORMANT
CREATOR, SERGE NORMANT HAIRCARE & SALONS
@SERGENORMANT

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Julia Roberts, Margot Robbie, Sarah Jessica Parker, Amy Schumer
"A good blow dryer is a must! And a great curling Iron. The one-inch barrel is the one I use most. Harry Josh’s new curling iron, a marcel model, is
amazing and easy to use. I am obsessed with it!"
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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HARRY JOSH
CREATOR OF HARRY JOSH PRO TOOLS
@HARRYJOSHHAIR

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Cindy Crawford, Gigi Hadid, Karlie Kloss, Gisele Bündchen, Lily Aldridge
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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"I love my tools—Harry Josh Pro Tools! I created them with a stylist and a consumer in mind—they’re easy enough for anyone to use but they have
special parts that pro stylists really appreciate, like a cold-shot button on the dryer and extra long cords for exible movement. I basically thought
about all of the hurdles I’ve had in the past with tools that I’ve used and did some trouble-shooting. I have a curling iron coming in September,
and I’m so excited to share it with everyone."

KARI HILL
CELEBRITY COLORIST FOR L’OREAL PARIS; COLORIST MÈCHE SALON
@KARIHILLHAIR

coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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CLIENTS INCLUDE: Taylor Schilling, Michelle Williams, Karlie Kloss
"One tool that I cannot live without and I use on every client is a Sheila Stott’s extension brush. Even though it was originally designed for
extensions, it is the perfect detangling brush on wet or dry hair. It doesn’t break or snap the hair because it doesn’t have the little plastic balls on
the end of the bristles like other more popular detangling brushes. I love my Sam Villa Light Professional Ionic Blow Dryer because it is feather
light and the perfect, small size that accommodates a day’s worth of salon blow-drying. It is not only powerful, but the design and weight does not
hurt my shoulder a er extended use. Another tool that I depend on for every single highlight that I do is The Wet Clip for sectioning hair. They
are amazing because they can hold a ton of hair or just a few strands without slipping. They are also perfect for at-home use when either coloring,
blow-drying or just throwing your hair up into a bun."
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LEANNE CITRONE
CO-OWNER OF THE ANDY LECOMPTE SALON
@LEANNECITRONE

"My favorite tools are Sheila Stotts Application wooden brush and her Removal plastic brushes."
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KRISTIN ESS
CO-FOUNDER, THE BEAUTY DEPARTMENT
@KRISTIN_ESS

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Lauren Conrad, Halle Berry, Meghan Trainor
"My favorite tools would have to be the Elchim 2001 blow dryer because it's got the perfect ratio of wind and heat, and the Ghd Curve curling
irons because they give the most relaxed wave with very little e ort. It is one of the easiest curling irons I've ever used."
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ADRIAN CLARK
@ADRIAN_CLARK

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Allison Williams, Leigh Lezark, Lily Cole
"My favorite tool is the large Tigi 100% pure boar bristle round brush for straight, smooth blow outs."

coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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BRIDGET BRAGER
@BRIDGETBRAGERHAIR

CLIENTS INCLUDE: January Jones, Kate Bosworth, Rachel McAdams, Banks
"My T3 Feather Light Hair Dryer is my favorite because I can do just about anything with it: it takes hair from wet to dry; it helps me smooth and
straighten hair; it makes curls and waves... It's the 'does it all' of tools. I also think a good blowdryer is something every woman should invest in."

coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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DAYARUCI
@DAYARUCI

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Michelle Williams, Charlize Therron, Karlie Kloss, Cara Delevingne, Joan Smalls
"[My favorite tool is the] Mason Pearson brush—I personally use the Junior in dark ruby colour. I like the shape of the brush in the hand and the
quality of the bristle feels very nice when brushing hair and avoids static electricity on the hair. It's a good quality brush and easy to wash with
warm water and soap."
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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OWEN GOULD
@OWENGOULD

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Olivia Wilde, Kate Hudson, Jessica Alba
"I love my teasing combs. They help me with clean partings and for volume they can't be beat."
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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TRACEY CUNNINGHAM
CREATIVE CONSULTANT FOR COLOR, REDKEN; OWNER, MÈCHE SALON
@TRACEYCUNNINGHAM1

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Khloe Kardashian, Chrissy Teigen, Martha Hunt, Riley Keough, Emma Stone
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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"I love a great hair dryer—the Kardashian dryer just now on the market is great."

MARA ROSZAK
CELEBRITY HAIR STYLIST, L’OREAL PARIS
@MARAROSZAK
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CLIENTS INCLUDE: Kate Mara, Diane Kruger, Cara Delevingne, Mila Kunis, Emma Stone, Carey Mulligan
"GHD curling irons are the perfect temperature to hold curl and are aesthetically pleasing. I also love Parlux and Harry Josh blowdryers; both are
powerful and truly make blow drying hair easy."

TED GIBSON
OWNER, TED GIBSON SALON
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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@TEDGIBSONBEAUTY

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Lake Bell, Gal Gadot, Brie Larson, Lupita Nyong’o
"I love the Mason Pearson brush dual bristle with nylon for detailing and the boar brush for smoothing."

ASHLEY STREICHER
coveteur.com/2015/09/21/flash-facial/
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CO-OWNER, STRIIIKE BEAUTY STUDIO
@STREICHERHAIR

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Emily Blunt, Lily James, Kiernan Shipka, Maia Mitchell
"I love Ibiza boar bristle brushes. They are the best brushes out there and they are the most user friendly and gentle on the hair."
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ROB TALTY
@ROBSALTY

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Jaime King, Teresa Palmer
"My favorite hair tool is the Harry Josh Pro Tools 2000 Pro Dryer. It’s compact, powerful and high-tech, yet simple. It dries hair very quickly, and I
love the option of using ionic if I want to create smoother hairstyles."
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CHRISTIAN MARC
@CHRISTIANMARC

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Olivia Munn, Emmy Rossum
"The Mason Pearson brush is a must-have. I also love the Hot Tools Marcel Curling Irons in any size. I can’t go to a job without them. And the YS
Park Teaser Tail Comb is amazing."
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MICHAEL LONG
@MICHAELLONGHAIR

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Teresa Palmer, Mary Elizabeth Winstead
"Hair pins. Way more e ective than bobby pins when it comes to holding hair in place. The key to using them e ectively is all in the wrist. Start at
an angle and place them with a trajectory that resembles a shhook. This should place a little tension on the hair and hold it securely in place."
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JAMAL HAMMADI
FOUNDER, HAMMADI BEAUTY
@JAMALHAMMADI

CLIENTS INCLUDE: Shailene Woodley, Juliette Lewis, Melanie Gri th
"My favorite tools are the FHI Ionic Irons."

Oh, and we also made these hair stylists tell us about their favorite conditioning treatments and their favorite products of all time. Your haircare arsenal has
never looked better.
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Amazon.com : Avon Anew Rejuvenate Flash Facial Revitalizing Concentrate : Facial Treatment Products : Beauty

Skip to main content

Try Prime

Deliver to

Los Angeles 90049
All Beauty

Luxury Beauty

Beauty & Personal Care

Your Amazon.com
Makeup

Today's Deals

Skin Care

Hair Care
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Gift Cards
Fragrance
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Try Prime
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New
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Beauty & Personal Care › Skin Care › Face › Treatments & Masks

Avon Anew Rejuvenate Flash Facial Revitalizing Concentrate

0

Price:

$35.00 & FREE Shipping

Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Ships from and sold by

21 customer reviews

AvonTreasures.

Get it as soon as April 9 - 12 when you choose Standard Shipping
at checkout.
Deliver to Los Angeles 90049

Turn on 1-click ordering

Qty: 1

Add to Cart
Buy Now
Add to List
Share

About the product
Avon Anew Flash Facial
Makes your skin look dramatically revitalized in a ash!

Retexturize Your
Skin, Reduce Visible
Aging Signs
Vitamin C Serum for Face | AntiAging | Wrinkle Reducer for Face | D...
64

Frequently bought together

$44.67
Ad feedback

Total price: $50.48
Add both to Cart

+

Add both to List

Crepe Erase – Refining Facial
Scrub – TruFirm Complex – 6
Fluid Ounces
40

These items are shipped from and sold by di erent sellers. Show details

This item: Avon Anew Rejuvenate Flash Facial Revitalizing Concentrate $35.00

$44.00
Ad feedback

Best Eye Gel for Wrinkles, Fine Lines, Dark Circles, Pu ness, Bags, 75% ORGANIC
Ingredients, With… $15.48

Sponsored products related to this item

https://www.amazon.com/Avon-Anew-Rejuvenate-Revitalizing-Concentrate/dp/B001EDZMRI
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Epsara Rejuvenating Facial
Cream
6
$37.50

OZNaturals Super Youth
Eye Gel, 15 ml
564
$15.49

Relaxing Bubble Bath for
Sleep – Pure Lavender
Essential Oil and Aloe Vera
– Aromat...
262
$11.95

TruSkin Vitamin C-Plus
Super Serum, Anti Aging
Anti-Wrinkle Facial Serum
with Niaci...
1431
$24.79

TreeActiv Crepey Skin
Repair Treatment | AntiAging | Anti-Wrinkle |
Organic Ingred...
261
$34.95

Lu
Sh
Fo
Ex
$1
Ad feedback

Customers who viewed this item also viewed

Avon Anew Rejuvenate
Glycolic Facial Treatment
10

$27.85

Special offers and product promotions
Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $35.00! Get a $50 Amazon.com Gift Card instantly upon approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa
Card Apply now

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

Product description
Makes your skin look dramatically revitalized in a ash! Texture, tone & the look of pores are visibly improved; visibly blurs imperfections Addresses early signs of
aging ............................................................ Avon Anew Rejuvenate Flash Facial Revitalizing Concentrate - 1 Fl. Oz. : Revitalize you skin in a ash! Inspired by a
professional anti-aging facial, this NEW concentrated treatment is for when your skin needs an instant boost, for a fresh, rejuvenated look in minutes. A
breakthrough fusion of rst-to-market technologies, this silky serum features: Exfo-Smoothing Complex- designed to resurface skin to help clarify and reveal a
fresher, younger look. Miniextraction Technology- formulated to work like 1000's of micro-extractions to help visibly shrink pores. Revitafresh Technology- 3
times concentrated. Engineered to help make skin smoother and more even-toned.--------INSTANTLY: skin feels cooled, looks dramatically revitalized. Texture,
tone & the look of pores are visibly improved; visibly blurs imperfections. IN 1 WEEK: begins to ll in the look of ne lines. Skin tones appears more even; pores
seem to vanish. IN 2 WEEKS: skin looks dramatically younger.

Product details
Product Dimensions: 1.8 x 1.8 x 6.5 inches ; 3.2 ounces
Shipping Weight: 4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)
ASIN: B001EDZMRI
UPC: 094000295368
Item model number: Anew rejuvenate
Average Customer Review:

21 customer reviews

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #683,496 in Beauty & Personal Care (See Top 100 in Beauty & Personal Care)
#21642 in Facial Treatments & Masks
Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here

https://www.amazon.com/Avon-Anew-Rejuvenate-Revitalizing-Concentrate/dp/B001EDZMRI
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Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Related Video Shorts (0)

Upload your video

Be the rst video
Your name here

Important information
Indications
Revitalizing concentrate maximizes your anti-aging bene ts. 3X the RevitaFresh technology*. 1.7 . oz. *Compared with Rejuvenate Night Cream.
Directions
Instantly skin feels cooled, looks dramatically revitalized. Texture, tone & the look of pores are visibly improved; visibly blurs imperfections. In just 7 days Begins to
ll in the look of ne lines. Skin tones appears more even; pores seem to vanish. In just 2 weeks Skin looks dramatically younger.

Sponsored products related to this item

Rejuvenating Face Cleanser
4
$39.99

English Barleywine Malt
Extract Amber Ale Beer
Brewing Recipe Kit With
Specialty Gr...
2
$52.99

Beyond Belief Revitalizing
Gel cleanser
3
$8.99

Printhead Cleaning Kit
1
$25.00

Ad feedback

Ad feedback

Customer Questions & Answers
See questions and answers

https://www.amazon.com/Avon-Anew-Rejuvenate-Revitalizing-Concentrate/dp/B001EDZMRI
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Read reviews that mention

21 customer reviews
3.2 out of 5 stars

ash facial

5 star

62%

4 star

24%

3 star

0%

2 star

0%

1 star

14%

anew rejuvenate

concentrate

di erence

rejuvenate ash
greasy

avon anew

face

revitalizing

Top
TopReviews
Reviews

Schwa

Review this product

Nice product for a good price!

Share your thoughts with other customers

April 4, 2013
Veri ed Purchase

I bought this for a friend for Christmas and she really liked it. I think Avon products are a good value
and work as well as other top brands. It is also nice that I did have to call a representative to get this
product. I am glad that amazon sells Avon products because I only need a few things and I don’t want
to be bothered by phone calls from a rep. every month.

Write a customer review

Comment

Helpful

Report abuse

Mommy Pearce
Nice smooth moisture and feel
January 14, 2015
Veri ed Purchase

This has the best feel. Not oily and greasy, just full of moisture and smooth. Feels like my skin took a
drink of fresh dew. Makes my skin look better and feel better. De nitely recommend to others.

1,720

This has worked great for me...my face looks the
best it has in decades. No acne and a more even
skin tone.
Ad feedback

One person found this helpful
Comment

Helpful

Report abuse

Michigan Chick 79
Love this stu !
May 14, 2014
Veri ed Purchase

Love this stu ! Not greasy or heavy, but feels great. I use it with the Rejuvenate morning face cream.
And Avon discontinued this product, so I buy it here while I still can. Reminds me, I should probably
order some more right now lol.
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Jo
Great product but the packaging makes it look more than it is
November 2, 2010
Veri ed Purchase

I have ordered this product 2 times form di erent sellers. The rst time it was gone in a few weeks (I
usedit at night)
The second time I realized that I would have to use the product sparingly, and for some reason it
seemed more
I love the product but AVON is fudging on the packaging
2 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Cam
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One Star
March 22, 2018
Veri ed Purchase

The bottle was empty.
Comment

Helpful

Report abuse

csw
Great product
October 13, 2015
Veri ed Purchase

This product is great to use for day and night with a moisterizer.
Comment

Helpful

Report abuse

S. Moore
Miracle lotion
July 3, 2015
Veri ed Purchase

This stu is amazing! I just had to order more. It does exactly what they say and more! ❤❤❤ It!!
Comment

Helpful

Report abuse

Elisa
Love it!
July 11, 2012
Veri ed Purchase

I've bought this several times and found it cheaper on-line than from my local rep, so purchased and
was happy.
One person found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

See all 21 reviews
Write a customer review

Customers also shopped for

Face Moisturizer by L’Oreal
Paris, Revitalift Triple
Power Intensive Day
Cream with Hyaluronic…
441

$16.39

No7 Restore & Renew Face
& Neck MULTI ACTION
Serum 30ml
307

Dark Spot Corrector by
Olay, Luminous Tone
Perfecting Cream
Advanced Tone…

$25.49

It Cosmetics Con dence In
An Eye Cream 0.5 oz.
24

$23.56

Retinol Night Cream – The
Original Anti-Aging Retinol
For Younger Looking Skin
– Luxurious Restorative…

1,292

$23.56

https://www.amazon.com/Avon-Anew-Rejuvenate-Revitalizing-Concentrate/dp/B001EDZMRI

223

$17.00
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Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to
substitute for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed health-care professional. You should not use this information as self-diagnosis or for treating a health problem or
disease. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by
the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements
about products.
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botaniko skin

We c o u l d n ' t f i n d t h e p a g e y o u w e r e l o o k i n g f o r. T h i s i s e i t h e r b e c a u s e :
T h e r e i s a n e r r o r i n t h e U R L e n t e r e d i n t o y o u r w e b b r o w s e r. P l e a s e c h e c k t h e U R L a n d t r y a g a i n .
The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.
Yo u c a n r e t u r n t o o u r h o m e p a g e b y c l i c k i n g h e r e , o r y o u c a n t r y s e a r c h i n g f o r t h e c o n t e n t y o u a r e s e e k i n g
by clicking here.
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©2018 botaniko skin. all rights reserved.
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Sonya Dakar Flash Facial, $95, 11 Flash Facials That Leave Your Skin Brighter in Seconds - (Page 5)
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BEAUTY ADVICE ▼

HOW-TO

BEAUTY AWARDS


Skin Care

11 Flash Facials That Leave Your Skin Brighter in
Seconds
The lazy-girl-approved way to get that post-facial glow
by MELANIE RUD CHADWICK | COMMENT

PHOTO 5/12

Sonya Dakar Flash Facial, $95
Made with lactic acid, one of the gentler
exfoliating options out there, this brightens
skin in a hurry. Hylasome -- an ingredient
ve times more moisturizing than hyaluronic
acid -- adds a heavy hit of hydration, and
we're big fans of how refreshing the gel
formula feels going on. Massage onto dry
skin, and leave on for one to two minutes
before rinsing it off.

Sonya Dakar Flash Facial, $95

Buy Now

totalbeauty.com

SEE NEXT PAGE: Dr. Brandt Skincare Oxygen
Facial Flash Recovery Mask, $70

Enter your e-mail to download

DOWNLOAD

i

We use cookies at on this site so we can serve up content and advertising that's
relevant to you. You can nd out more and control how cookies are used by clicking
Cookie Settings. By using our website, you're agreeing to the use of cookies. Privacy
and Cookie Policy.

https://www.totalbeauty.com/content/slideshows/best-at-home-flash-facials-170524/page5
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Estee Lauder Revitalizing Supreme Flash Facial 2.5oz | Moisturizer | Health & Beauty - Shop Your Navy Exchange - Official Site
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How to Go From a Workout to Work in 10 Minutes
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How to Go From a Workout to Work in 10
Minutes
These easy steps will take you from sweaty to cute in no time.
SEP 4, 2015
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LAUREN AHN

1. Cool down. Splash cold water on your face, neck, and wrists — these areas help
regulate body temp, calming a flushed face. Then use cleansing wipes to refresh from head
to toe.
SIMPLE SKINCARE Micellar Make-Up Remover Wipes, $6, Walmart
2. Get even. The latest "flash facial" gels (such as Ren's, here) are designed to detoxify
pores and infuse skin with plumping ingredients (such as vitamin C). Massage a dime-size
dab onto your face for about 60 seconds, then rinse.
REN Flash Rinse 1 Minute Facial, $48, Sephora
3. The 5-minute makeover. Smooth on a light-reflecting blur cream to even out
blotchiness. Hide imperfections and nix shine with a base-cover-up combo (we love
Clinique 2-in-1 Beyond Perfecting Powder Foundation and Concealer, $27, clinique.com).
Tissue off smudges, and apply tinted lip balm.
MURAD Invisiblur Perfecting Shield Broad Spectrum SPF 30, $65, murad.com
COVERGIRL Jumbo Gloss Balm Cream in Parfait, $7, drugstores
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/style-beauty/news/a45882/products-to-use-after-a-workout/
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4. Soak it up. Hit your pits with antiperspirant. If you sweat big-time, try this trick (the
Cosmo beauty team swears by it): Mist antiperspirant into the air and walk through it (like
perfume). The light coat will keep you dry all over.
DEGREE Women Dry Spray Antiperspirant, $5, drugstores
5. Tame your mane. Work dry shampoo through roots to nix oil and add texture
(R+Co's, here, is a workable paste that easily absorbs into strands with no chalky residue).
Then twist hair into a topknot, and hide a sweaty or frizzy hairline with a headband or wrap
(both were huge on fall runways).
R+CO Badlands, $28, randco.com
L. ERICKSON Color Block Italian Turban, $24, franceluxe.com
A version of this story was published as "Look Hot After a Workout" in the September
issue of Cosmopolitan. Pick up the September 2015 issue on newsstands or click here to
subscribe to the digital edition!
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red-lipped makeup maven who's constantly search
the next beauty fix.
You'll find me in Space NK...

Contact - alicegraceb@gmail.com
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If you saw my recent Space NK splurge post, then you would've seen that I picked up the latest release from REN Skincare - the Flash
Rinse 1-Minute Facial. Little did I know that this impulse buy would soon become one of the most coveted skin treatments in my cupboard.
Literally, after just two uses, I fell head over heels in love and we've been inseparable since. It's that good.
Now, I hadn't previously planned on buying this treatment and it was the dangerously tempting, newbie counter that greets you as you walk
into Space NK that first introduced me to it. Reading up about the flash facial on the box and on the REN website when I returned home, I
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assumed that it would gently exfoliate and drench my skin in an illuminating, hydrating balm. So, on first squeezing a drop onto the back of
my hand, I had to double-check the tube to make sure I hadn't reached for a different product. The opposite of what I was expecting, this
doesn't have a nourishing texture, but feels more like a warm, iced slush, especially with the mouthwateringly fresh, orange scent. Weird, but I
like it.
REN claim that this facial will transform skin, visibly rejuvenating it, all in one minute. Full of bio actives, including various hard-topronounce acids and minerals, this treatment should re-engerise skin, reduce the appearance of lines and imperfections and firm the skin.
Vitamin C helps to rid skin of dullness, leaving the complexion bright and radiant. That's a pretty big workload for just a minute of time. To
use, you start by massaging the mint-green, grainy paste onto dry skin, gently working it across the whole face, avoiding the eyes. Rough
beads are suspended in quite a thin, watery base, which makes it feel quite harsh, so you don't need to apply much pressure at all. Once you're
face is sufficiently covered and exfoliated to your liking, you dampen your fingers and massage once again, to activate the Vitamin C content.
Once you add a drop of water to it, those particles seem to burst and then you get the oilier texture coming through. After leaving the facial to
work its magic for a minute, you rinse your face and voile!
Now, it took me a while to get the hang of the formula and application process, as it wasn't smooth sailing straight from the word go. It can be
difficult to work out just how much water to add into the mix. Too much and the treatment just gets washed off. Too little and the product
starts to coagulate, creating bobbly bits which are then difficult to rub in again. Also, leave the treatment on for too long, before you add
water, and things can get a little rouge. With continued use, you'll soon get the balance right and find out what's best for your skin. Whilst it
does say on the tube that it's suitable for all skin types, on REN's website they say, 'except those prone to sensitivity'. As always with skincare,
if you're intrigued by this product, I'd recommend doing a patch test and trying it out before you make a full-size purchase. As advised on the
tube, I wouldn't use this treatment more than twice a week, as it's super effective and could start to aggravate skin if used more regularly.
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Considering the application process isn't the most soothing or relaxing, it's definitely the results that give the product its facial qualities.
Honestly, this product has given me the best, instant result I've experienced with any skin treatment. Before using it, I had thought that my
skin was going through a good phase and was free from any dryness. But, in such a short time, this treatment managed to rid my face of rough
areas I was unaware of having, leaving it smoother than ever. I'm talking polished marble levels. No joke. It even got to the point where my
boyfriend was asking if I was alright, as I stood in the bathroom making various ooo and ahhh noises. This definitely boosts radiance levels
and gives skin some added glow, which is always much-needed towards the end of the year. Does it have any affect on wrinkles? I'm not quite
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old enough to put that theory to the test, quite yet. Whether I use it morning or evening, the rest of my skincare routine applies so well
Alice Grace / Beauty Blogger

afterwards and the results last for a few days, until I use it again.

Do you like the sound of this exfoliating treatment?
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Anonymous
04 February, 2016
I absolutely love this product. I'm going through a deluxe sample at the moment and I am so impressed by the instant effects!
Molly www.therosebeautyfiles.com
Reply
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05 February, 2016
It's incredible, isn't it? I was genuinely shocked at how effective it is the first time I used it! x
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Seriously Good Kit (4 piece)
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$29.00 ($58.00 VALUE) one time purchase
$24.65 subscribe to save 15%
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Product Details



REN Seriously Good Kit brings all your favorite REN essentials in one complete kit. Featuring 100 percent plant-derived actives and free from potentially irritating synthetic ingredients,
these skin care products are a must for any skin type.
REN Seriously Good Kit includes:
Evercalm Global Protection Day Cream (15 ml): a richly textured moisturizer formulated with calendula and antioxidants.
Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Firming Beauty Shot (10 ml): a daily gel-serum that visibly firms, lifts, plumps and primes the skin with a double dose of hyaluronic acid.
Glycol Lactic Radiance Renewal Mask (15 ml): a complexion-perfecting mask that brightens and renews skin tone, minimizes pores, diminishes hyperpigmentation and reduces
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
Flash Rinse 1 Minute Facial (15 ml): a mask that firms, tones, and smooths the skin with 10 percent water-activated vitamin C.
Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Brightening Beauty Shot Eye Lift (0.3ml sample size): a daily gel serum for the eyes, formulated with a double dose of hyaluronic acid
and light reflective pigments.
REN Clean Skincare offers pure and clean skin care solutions that work.
BRAND DETAILS  (/PROFILE_REN+CLEAN+SKINCARE_501846.HTM)

At a Glance



Ideal for these Concerns: Aging Skin (/profile_Aging+Skin_300045.htm), Dryness and Dehydration (/profile_Dryness+and+Dehydration_503759.htm), Hyperpigmentation
(/profile_Hyperpigmentation_400002.htm), Dark Circles (/profile_Dark+Circles_400059.htm), Puffiness (/profile_Puffiness_500763.htm), Free Radical Damage
(/profile_Free+Radical+Damage_500323.htm)
Ideal for these Skin Types: Dry Skin (/profile_Dry+Skin_500002.htm), Normal Skin (/profile_Normal+Skin_500004.htm), Sensitive Skin (/profile_Sensitive+Skin_500009.htm),
Mature Skin (/profile_Mature+Skin_500258.htm)
Preferences: Natural (/profile_Natural_501278.htm), Certified Cruelty-Free (/profile_Certified+Cruelty-Free_503355.htm), Clean (/profile_Clean_505465.htm)
Travel Essentials : Travel Ready Kits Sets (/profile_Travel+Ready+Kits+Sets_504776.htm)
Key Ingredient(s): Vitamin C (/profile_Vitamin+C_300098.htm), Hyaluronic Acid (/profile_Hyaluronic+Acid_500277.htm), Essential Oils (/profile_Essential+Oils_500155.htm),
Vitamin E (/profile_Vitamin+E_500046.htm), Antioxidants (/profile_Antioxidants_300131.htm)
Application Area: Neck (/profile_Neck_500313.htm), Face (/profile_Face_500121.htm), Eyes (/profile_Eyes_500117.htm)

How to Use



Ingredients
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REN Clean Skincare
REN Clean Skincare
REN Clean Skincare
TULA Skincare
Pollution Proof Kit (5 piece)
Stop Being So Sensitive Kit (4 piece)
All is Calm, All is Bright (3 piece)
Discovery Kit (1 kit)
$24.00
$28.00
$48.00
$52.00
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Pollution+Proof+Kit_69565.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Stop+Being+So+Sensitive+Kit_78208.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_All+is+Calm+All+is+Bright_73922.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Discovery+Kit_69779
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Female
Skin Type: Combination, Sensitive, Oily
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40

from Palmview , TX
12/31/2018

great starter kit
this is such a great starter kit to see how your skin reacts to these products. I love this brand!

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=235138)

Female
Skin Type: Mature
Skin Tone: Medium
Age:

from Los Angeles, CA
Verified Purchaser
10/25/2018

a Seriously Good Kit to take traveling
Great assortment of products to toss in your bag and not worry about weight and glass containers. This assortment has a variety of AHAs, HA and Vit C to keep your routine
going while on the road. So far I've tried the Beauty Shot and like its firming feeling. I look forward to using the others and trying out more REN products.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=227409)
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Female
Skin Type: Combination
Skin Tone: Fair

from Vernon, VT
Verified Purchaser
9/6/2018

Amazing products
Love these products! I love the beauty shot and the Evercalm moisturizer. Great starter set and good price for a trial.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=222203)

Female
Skin Type: Normal
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40
JK
from Irvine, CA
Verified Purchaser
9/1/2018

Great sample of REN products
I have not tried REN before so this was a great way to test their products out.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=221620)

Female
Skin Type: Oily
Skin Tone: Fair
Age: 30-40

from Johnson City, TN
Verified Purchaser
6/26/2018

Fun Products!
I really enjoyed this group of products! I took it on a trip with me and it was a great mini set to have. The firming beauty shot is my fav and I will probably buy it full sized!

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=214687)

Female
Skin Type: Combination
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40
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from Robstown, TX
Verified Purchaser
3/13/2018

New Ren fan
I bought this kit to try the Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Firming Beauty Shot. I heard it was like botox in a bottle. It definitely instantly plumps wrinkles. Not only will I buy
this product in full size, but I would also buy every item in full size in this kit. I especially liked the flash facial...after the 2nd use I noticed smooth skin and pores shrunk. The
moisturizer is hydrating and I enjoyed that as well, only wish it had SPF as it is a day cream.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=204281)
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“Ooh, isn’t that just weird?” said my uninitiated pal.

SHARE

How wrong can one person be?
The Dead Sea ﬂoatation pool with celestial ceiling at the spa in Sindelsham, is just, well, heavenly.
If you’ve never tried it basically you are introduced to the experience in a small pool ﬁrst, told how
and the good they do you and how a 40-minute ﬂoat is worth four hours of sleep. You have a try at
back and then how to get yourself on your feet again. Once you are comfortable with it all, you mo
where you ﬂoat for the allotted time, using a neck cushion if you want.
Many people fall asleep – and if you do that the 40 minutes translates into four hours. I do admit to
though I didn’t nod off I certainly was almost there.
In the shower afterwards, the therapist brings some of the Nirvana Spa products to try, like a warm
hair conditioner to help rid you of the salt from the pool.
On a Day Spa experience (which I was on) you then have a choice of things to do from swimming la
in the one of the other pools or a jacuzzi, steam rooms, monsoon showers, the gym and the Tepida
Most popular is the magniﬁcent Roman Room pool, pictured above, where you can watch the spa w
also next to the Garden Cafe where you can have a light lunch or supper depending on the time of
includes the salad bar lunch – there’s a selection of meats, ﬁsh or dairy and numerous healthy sala
plate. Bread is included and unlimited soft drinks including fruit juices and teas and coffees are ava
the day.
If you want something else there’s an interesting la carte menu and you pay the difference betwee
of the dish of your choice.
For girlies on group outings, don’t worry you can have a tipple, including lovely wines and bubbly.
Must-dos are the skin care workshops which are held throughout the day and evening and a trip to
range of products are on sale. Before my lunch I had a treatment booked – a Celestial Pure Indulge
an hour and is designed to relieve stress and tension. You are given a choice of oils depending on w
energised or relaxed. I chose a lavender-based one for relaxation and my therapist asked if there w
concentrating on.
Shoulders and neck are, like most people, my tension spots, and she certainly did spend some tim
massage is over you get a head and scalp massage with the same mineral hair and scalp mud I’d u
day my hair, straw-like from too much regular swimming, was as soft and shiny as a baby’s)
Feeling lovely and loose and warm, I wrapped myself in my robe and went off to the Roman room t
the minute I could have fallen asleep for real – no mean feat for me.
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Day spa visits end at 5pm and it was with a heavy heart I left one of the most relaxing places I’ve be
Toning Facial Mist, Comfort Radiant Flash F
Facial Serum and the sumptuous Celestial Daily Moisturi
for the muslin face wipes and go up to £60 for the most luxurious gift sets).
And, to my silly pal, just what's weird about that?
Nirvana Spa, Sindlesham, RG41 5DJ. (0118) 989 7575. www.nirvanaspa.co.uk
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Product Details



REN Seriously Good Kit brings all your favorite REN essentials in one complete kit. Featuring 100 percent plant-derived actives and free from potentially irritating synthetic ingredients,
these skin care products are a must for any skin type.
REN Seriously Good Kit includes:
Evercalm Global Protection Day Cream (15 ml): a richly textured moisturizer formulated with calendula and antioxidants.
Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Firming Beauty Shot (10 ml): a daily gel-serum that visibly firms, lifts, plumps and primes the skin with a double dose of hyaluronic acid.
Glycol Lactic Radiance Renewal Mask (15 ml): a complexion-perfecting mask that brightens and renews skin tone, minimizes pores, diminishes hyperpigmentation and reduces
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
Flash Rinse 1 Minute Facial (15 ml): a mask that firms, tones, and smooths the skin with 10 percent water-activated vitamin C.
Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Brightening Beauty Shot Eye Lift (0.3ml sample size): a daily gel serum for the eyes, formulated with a double dose of hyaluronic acid
and light reflective pigments.
REN Clean Skincare offers pure and clean skin care solutions that work.
BRAND DETAILS  (/PROFILE_REN+CLEAN+SKINCARE_501846.HTM)

At a Glance



Ideal for these Concerns: Aging Skin (/profile_Aging+Skin_300045.htm), Dryness and Dehydration (/profile_Dryness+and+Dehydration_503759.htm), Hyperpigmentation
(/profile_Hyperpigmentation_400002.htm), Dark Circles (/profile_Dark+Circles_400059.htm), Puffiness (/profile_Puffiness_500763.htm), Free Radical Damage
(/profile_Free+Radical+Damage_500323.htm)
Ideal for these Skin Types: Dry Skin (/profile_Dry+Skin_500002.htm), Normal Skin (/profile_Normal+Skin_500004.htm), Sensitive Skin (/profile_Sensitive+Skin_500009.htm),
Mature Skin (/profile_Mature+Skin_500258.htm)
Preferences: Natural (/profile_Natural_501278.htm), Certified Cruelty-Free (/profile_Certified+Cruelty-Free_503355.htm), Clean (/profile_Clean_505465.htm)
Travel Essentials : Travel Ready Kits Sets (/profile_Travel+Ready+Kits+Sets_504776.htm)
Key Ingredient(s): Vitamin C (/profile_Vitamin+C_300098.htm), Hyaluronic Acid (/profile_Hyaluronic+Acid_500277.htm), Essential Oils (/profile_Essential+Oils_500155.htm),
Vitamin E (/profile_Vitamin+E_500046.htm), Antioxidants (/profile_Antioxidants_300131.htm)
Application Area: Neck (/profile_Neck_500313.htm), Face (/profile_Face_500121.htm), Eyes (/profile_Eyes_500117.htm)

How to Use



Ingredients



Similar Items
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REN Clean Skincare
REN Clean Skincare
REN Clean Skincare
Sanitas Skincare
Stop Being So Sensitive Kit (4 piece)
Pollution Proof Kit (5 piece)
All is Calm, All is Bright (3 piece)
Sensitive System Kit (4 piece)
$28.00
$24.00
$48.00
$62.00
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Stop+Being+So+Sensitive+Kit_78208.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Pollution+Proof+Kit_69565.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_All+is+Calm+All+is+Bright_73922.htm)
(https://www.dermstore.com/product_Sensitive+System+Kit_
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Write a Review (/reviews/add_review.php?brand_id=501846&prod_id=69564)
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Female
Skin Type: Combination, Sensitive, Oily
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40

from Palmview , TX
12/31/2018

great starter kit
this is such a great starter kit to see how your skin reacts to these products. I love this brand!

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=235138)

Female
Skin Type: Mature
Skin Tone: Medium
Age:

from Los Angeles, CA
Verified Purchaser
10/25/2018

a Seriously Good Kit to take traveling
Great assortment of products to toss in your bag and not worry about weight and glass containers. This assortment has a variety of AHAs, HA and Vit C to keep your routine
going while on the road. So far I've tried the Beauty Shot and like its firming feeling. I look forward to using the others and trying out more REN products.

15 % O F F Y O U R N E X T O R D E R + F R E E S H I P P I N G
Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=227409)
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Female
Skin Type: Combination
Skin Tone: Fair

from Vernon, VT
Verified Purchaser
9/6/2018

Amazing products
Love these products! I love the beauty shot and the Evercalm moisturizer. Great starter set and good price for a trial.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=222203)

Female
Skin Type: Normal
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40
JK
from Irvine, CA
Verified Purchaser
9/1/2018

Great sample of REN products
I have not tried REN before so this was a great way to test their products out.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=221620)

Female
Skin Type: Oily
Skin Tone: Fair
Age: 30-40

from Johnson City, TN
Verified Purchaser
6/26/2018

Fun Products!
I really enjoyed this group of products! I took it on a trip with me and it was a great mini set to have. The firming beauty shot is my fav and I will probably buy it full sized!

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=214687)

Female
Skin Type: Combination
Skin Tone: Light
Age: 30-40
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from Robstown, TX
Verified Purchaser
3/13/2018

New Ren fan
I bought this kit to try the Keep Young and Beautiful Instant Firming Beauty Shot. I heard it was like botox in a bottle. It definitely instantly plumps wrinkles. Not only will I buy
this product in full size, but I would also buy every item in full size in this kit. I especially liked the flash facial...after the 2nd use I noticed smooth skin and pores shrunk. The
moisturizer is hydrating and I enjoyed that as well, only wish it had SPF as it is a day cream.

Add Comment > (/comments/add.php?doc_type=2000&doc_id=204281)

Company



Customer Service



My Account



New Subscribers Receive 15% Off



Email Address
Follow Us On

 


(https://www.facebook.com/DermStore)
(https://twitter.com/dermstore)
(http://instagram.com/dermstore)
(http://www.youtube.com/user/dermstore/shopblushtv)
(http://www.pinterest.com/dermstore/)
 (https://plus.google.com/+dermstore/posts)
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